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Given a convex function 4: iw + + Iw, the Csiszdr d-divergence is a function 
I,:w+xw+-+R, 
I, is a generalized m asure of entropy whose distance-like properties make it useful 
in stochastic optimization andother applications. 
We establish relations between I, and three certainty equivalents, the expected 
utility (EU), the recourse certainty equivalent (RCE), and Yaari’s certainty 
equivalent (YCE). These relations provide a duality framework for economics of 
uncertainty and entropy, giving new interpretations and extremal principles for
I,, EU, RCE, and YCE. Q 1991 Academic PW, ITIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Decision making under uncertainty presupposes the ability o rank 
random variables (RV’s) by associating with a X a constant CE(X), the 
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certainty equivalent (CE) of X. The simplest such CE is the expected value 
of X, EX. In expected utility (EU) theory, the CE is E&Y), where u( .) is 
the decision maker’s utility function. ’ 
Expected utility, as a paradigm for decisions u der uncertainty, has been 
criticized on many grounds, ee, e.g., [20, and refs. therein]. Recently 
various alternatives to EU have been suggested in the literature, including 
the the Yaari certainty equivalent (YCE), and the authors’ recourse 
certainty equivalent (RCE) [3, 41 discussed b low. 
Outside and independently of the economics ofuncertainty, the need to 
deal with uncertainty in other fields gave rise to different methods and 
tools. Ininformation theory the main tools are entropy [25], relative 
entropy [18], and the more general notion of divergence (DIV for short) 
[S], acardinal measure of “distance” between RV’s. 
In this paper we establish relations between three objects u ed in the 
study of uncertainty, amely E (expectation), CE (certainty equivalent), 
and DIV (divergence). Each member of the triple (E, CE, DIV} is the 
optimal value of an extremum problem involving (the sum or difference of) 
the other two. These xtremal principles have concrete economic inter- 
pretations. Theyallow aduality heory for the models of economics under 
uncertainty, new interpretations of entropy and a unified framework for the 
above CE’s. 
We turn ow to specifics. Let the RV X, assuming values 
with probabilities 
prob{X= xi} =p,, i=l n > ..., 
be denoted by
x= cx, PI, (1.1) 
where x= (x,, .. xn) and p = (pl, .  .  p,). The three CE’s mentioned above 
are :
(1) The expected utility (EU), given autility u, 
Eu(X) := 1 PiU(Xi). 
i=l 
(1.2) 
’ A more natural CE in EU theory is u ~‘Eu(X), given in the units of X and not in ‘Wk.” 
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(2) The recourse c rtainty equivalent (RCE) [4, 5, 31 
S,(X) := sup z + i piU(xz -2) , 
.i I i=l 
(1.3) 
given avalue risk function u.’ 
The (RCE) was introduced by Ben-Tal and Teboulle [4, 51 under the 
name New Certainty Equivalent. For an interpretation, see Section 4.2, and 
for further details andapplications see [3]. 
(3) Yaari’s certainty equivalent (YCE) [28] 
Yf( [X2 p]) := i f(Fi) dxj 
,=l 
(1.4) 
given afunction f: [0, 1] + EX Here 
j=i 
and 
Lfxi:=x;-x,..,, i = 1, . . n. 
For interpretations of Yaari’s Certainty Equivalent see[28, 241. 
Next comes the divergence measure. Let 4 be a real valued function 
defined and convex on the nonnegative real ine. The Csiszbr &divergence 
[S] is a function Id:Iw: x IwT + R, 
I,(P, q):= i: 4i# ; 
i= I 0 
(1.5) 
having certain properties of a “distance” between p and q, but I, is not a 
metric: The triangle inequality does not hold, and in general, for 
P,4EK+, 
I&P? 4) + Us, P).’ 
However, for any 4: lQ+ -+ [w which is convex and normalized, i.e., 
4(1)=0 (1.6) 
the adjoint function 4O, defined by, 
4”(t)=t4(f); V’tER, (1.7) 
*The use of the same letter u for utility in (1.2) and value risk function i (1.3) facilitates 
the comparison between I%(X) and S,(X), see Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 below. 
3 Thus Im is a directed divergence from p to q, but we call it divergence for short. 
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is convex, normalized, and satisfies 
I$+(PY 9) =+(q, P), VP,QER”,+. (1.8) 
The needed properties of the &divergence, and the adjoint function, are
proved in Section 2.We also require some results from convex analysis, 
collected in Section 3.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 contain the main results, which are briefly described 
below. 
Let IFD” denote the n-dimensional probability vectors, 
1 
,I 
IF:= p=(pJ:pER:, c .=} p, 1 ) 
i=l 
(1.9) 
and let p: + denote the positive probability vectors, 
Y+ := {pEPn:pj>O, Vi}. (1.10) 
Also let u: iw + [w be closed, concave, and strictly increasing, a d let 
d= -u*, (1.11) 
where u.+ is the concave conjugate ofu [23], see Section 3 for definition. 
Then for any RV X= [x, p], the RCE S, is, 
UCx, PI) =,ifn I,(q, p) + il: i 
qixi 
I=1 I 
(1.12) 
A corresponding result, in terms of the directed divergence from p to q is 
S,( [X, p]) = ,$Ln 
1 
Z,O(p, q) + i qixj 3 
r=, 1 
where the adjoint 4 O is related tou through the convex conjugate ofits 
inverse, 
4” = (up’)*, 
see Theorem 4.1. An analogous result for the EU is 
(1.14) 
WCX, PI) = id &Cq, p) + i qixi , 
qEw: { i=l 1 
(1.15) 
see Theorem 5.1. A comparison f(1.12) and (1.15) shows a surprising 
similarity be ween EU and RCE, in spite ofthe marked ifference i  their 
implications f r economic behavior under uncertainty (see [3]). 
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Yaari’s certainty equivalent (1.4), see Section 6,is similarly described, by 
a “dual” extremal principle involving expectation anddivergence. Let 
f: [0, l] + [0, l] be strictly increasing, closed and convex. Then 
Yf(CX, PI)= SUP i Piyi-Iti(Ay, AX) (1.16) 
Ayslw; i= I 
where 6=f*, the convex conjugate off. 
The converse r sults, expressing Z, in terms of RCE and EU, are given 
in Theorems 4.3 and 5.2. First the RCE, 
~$A% P)=~sug{&(r.? Pl)-Z4jxi} (1.17) 
and then the EU, 
(1.18) 
These results give Id as the optimal value of an insurance plan, for an RCE 
maximizer and an EU maximizer, respectively. In fact, I4has another 
representation in terms of RCE, as the optimal insurance plan under 
budget constraints, see Theorem 4.2. 
A “dual” extremal principle, giving the &divergence between difference 
vectors Ay and Ax in terms of Yaari’s certainty equivalent, appears in
Theorem 6.2, 
19) 
wheref(t)=4*(t). 
It thus appears that Csiszar’s &divergence, whose appeal has so far been 
restricted to information theory and statistics, is a fundamental concept in
economics ofuncertainty, providing a unified framework for the certainty 
equivalents considered h re, and perhaps others. For the convenience of 
the reader we collect below a list of acronysms frequently used in the 
sequel: 
RV: Random Variable(s) 
EU: Expected Utility 
CE: Certainty Equivalent 
DIV: Divergence 
RCE: Recourse C rtainty Equivalent 
YCE: Yaari Certainty Equivalent. 
4 Note the analogy to (1.12) and (1.13), which can also be written in terms of AP and AQ 
instead of p and q, where P and Q are the cumulative probability vectors, P = (P, = C;=, pi) 
and Q=(Q,=X::=,y,). 
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2. THE &DIVERGENCE FUNCTIONAL 
Given aconvex function 4: IF!+ - R, the d-divergence functional 
(2.1) 
was introduced in [S] as a generalized measure of information, a “distance 
function”  the set of probability d stributions P”. The restriction here to 
discrete distributions is only for convenience, similar results hold for 
general distributions. 
The basic properties of I4are proved here under minimal assumptions. 
As in [9] we interpret undefined expressions by 
The following results (Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and Corollary 2.1) were ssentially 
given by Csiszar nd Korner [lo]. We include the proofs or completeness. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Joint Convexity). If 4: R, + R is convex, then Z,(p, q)is 
jointly convex in p and q. 
Proof: Let f(x, y) = yd(x/y). It suffices to show that f(x, y) is jointly 
convex in x and y, i.e., for any (x, y), (u, v) E R:, 0 < ;1< 1, 
where X:= 1 -A. By the convexity of 4, 
(2.2) 
which, when multiplied by ;lli + Xv, gives (2.2). 1 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let I$: R+ --) R be convex. Then for any p, q E R:, 
[f ~+4 is strictly convex, equality holds in (2.3) iff 
Pl P2 PH -=-= . =- 
Yl 42 qn’ 
ProoJ: By Jensen’s inequality, for 1= (Ai) E P”, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
with equality, forstrictly convex 4, iff x, =x2 = . . . = x,,. 
Choose 
A=+-&, 
x ,E! 
’ 4i 
then (2.5) gives 
which is (2.3). 1 
COROLLARY 2.1 (Nonnegativity). Let 4:R’+ + IF! be convex and nor- 
malized, i.e., 
Then for any p, q E rW: with 
d(l)=O. (2.6) 
we have the inequality 
If4 is strictly convex, equality holds in (2.8) iff 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Pi = 4i, Vi. (2.9) 
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Prooj By Lemma 2.2, 
with equality iff (2.4), which under (2.7) isequivalent to (2.9). 1 
In particular, if p q are probability vectors, then (2.7) is assured. 
Corollary 2.1 then shows, for strictly convex and normalized 4: R+ + R, 
Z,(P> 9)b 0 VP, 9E P”, (2.10) 
=o iff p=q. (2.11) 
These are “distance properties.” However, Z is not a metric: It violates he
triangle in quality, and is asymmetric, .e., for general p,qE R:, 
Z,(P> 9)z z,cs, P). (2.12) 
However, symmetry holds for the divergence I, + I,, where 4” is the 
adjoint of4. Properties of 4” are collected in the following lemma, whose 
proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Properties of the Adjoint). Let q5: R, + R be convex, 
c$( 1) = 0, and define the adjoint of 4 as 
p(t) :=I+), t>o. (2.13) 
Then 
(a) do*=& 
(b) do(.) is convex. 
(c) d”(l)=O. 
Cd) For any P, q E RT + 
ZqdPT Q)= $4l~ PI. (2.14) 
In the examples below e obtain for suitable choices ofthe kernel 4, 
some of the best known distance functions Z@ used in mathematical 
statistics [15,161, information theory [7, 14, 251 and signal processing 
[13, 191. For such 4we also write the adjoint 4O. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (Kullback-Leibler ). For 
qq t) := t log t, t > 0, (2.15) 
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the &divergence is 
the K&back-Leibler distance [17, 181. The adjoint ofc+$ is
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
In particular, fo  
I+;,...,;) 
the 4 O-divergence IbO gives the negative Shannon entropy of 
q = (q,, q2, . . q,J [25] plus the constant log n, 
+(P, 9) = - i qi log +,= i q1 log q1 + log n. 
i=l 1 ,=I 
(2.18) 
EXAMPLE 2.2 (Hellinger). Let 
qqt) := (1 -fi,‘, t > 0. 
Then Z, gives the Hellinger distance [6] 
I+(P,q)= i (J&4J2 
i= 1 
which is symmetric. Here 4 is self-adjoint, 
f$” =$!I. 
EXAMPLE 2.3 (Renyi). For M > 1 let, 
f/3(t) := P, t > 0. 
Then 
I,(PY 9)= i (P,Y (4i)’ --2 
i=l 
the a-order ntropy [21]. The adjoint is
fjO(t)= P1. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
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EXAMPLE 2.4. Let 
f$(t) :=(t - 1)2, t >o, 
with 
I,(p, q) = i (Pi- 4J2 
,=I 41 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
the X2-distance. Th  adjoint is
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let 
(b(t) :=It- 11, t > 0, (2.26) 
which is self-adjoint, 4” = 4. The corresponding divergence, alled the 
variation distance, is symmetric 
&Jp,q)= i IPi-qiI. 
i=l 
(2.27) 
EXAMPLE 2.6 (Indicator Function). Let CI < 1 <b (a 6 0) and let 
d(t) :={“, if cI <t d p, otherwise, (2.28) 
the indicator function f the interval [a, p], denoted by d(t ([c(, 81). The 
adjoint 4 O is likewise anindicator function, 
B”(t)=a(t 1 [$,;I). 
The corresponding divergence is 
&(P, 4) = 
0 if a 6pi/qi 6 p, Vi = 1, . . n 
(2.29) 
cc otherwise. 
3. CONVEX ANALYSIS 
This section contains required results from convex analysis. For a 
functionf: R”--+ IR, we recall the definitions of conjugate functions [23], 
f*(y) := sup (y .x-f(x)> the convex conjugate, (3.1) 
f,(y) := inf (y .x-f(x)} the concaue conjugate. 
x (3.2) 
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The conjugacy operation is fundamental o deriving duality results. For
various interpretations nd applications the reader isreferred to [23, 221. 
The following lemma, whose proof is omitted, is useful inthe sequel. 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) 4 convex => (-4), (x) = - d*( -x), Vx, 
(b) u concave j (-u)* (x) = - u.+( -x), Vx. 
Some odd properties of conjugates andinverses are collected in the 
following theorem. Ofparticular interest i  (the seemingly new) part (d), 
giving the conjugate of the inverse function. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u: I&! + R be strictly increasing a dconcave. Then: 
(a) dom u.+ c R, 
(b) dom(u-I)* c R, 
(c) yEdom(uP’)*o(l/y)Edomu,,for all y>O
(d) For all y>O 
(u-‘)*(y)= - yu, ! 
0 Y 
= -(u*)” (YL see (2.13 ). (3.3) 
ProoJ (a) By [23, Sect. 241, 
ri(dom u*) crange ?JU c dom U* 
(where ri denotes relative nterior anddu is the subdifferential of U) andby 
the monotonicity of U,
range&cR++ 
.‘.ri(domu,)cR++ 
.‘.domu,cR+. 
(b) Similarly proved. 
(c) Suppose 
1 
-Edom u* := 
Y 
{x:u*(x)> - co} 
but 
y$dom(u--‘)* := {t:(u-I)*(t)<a3} 
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Then for any M > 0 there exists s = s(M) such that 
sy-u-‘(s)>M. 
Let t = Cl(s). 
.‘.u(t)y-t,M 
;-u(t)< -5 (since y >0) 
. ;$domu,, . . a contradiction. 
The converse isproved similarly. 
(d) By definition of the convex conjugate we have 
(u-l)* (y)=sup {ty-u-‘(t)} 
= sup {ty--s:s=u-‘(t)} 
1,s 
=sup {yu(s)--s} 
= -yinf{:-u(s)}= -yu*(J for all y>O. i 
An illustrative pplication of Theorem 3.1(d) isthe following result, 
describing the inverse function as an extremal value. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let u: R + R! be strictly increasing a dconcave. Then 
u-‘(t) = sup {xt - (U,)” (x,). (3.4) 
.Y z0 
Proof. Taking the convex conjugate of both sides of (3.3) and using 
(2.13) the result follows. m 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let 
u(t) = log t- t, t > 0. 
The inverse u-l cannot be computed analytically, however we can 
calculate i sconjugate (u-l)*. Indeed, the concave conjugate of uis 
u*(x) = 1 -t log( 1 + x), (x> -1) 
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and, by (3.3), 
(u-l)* (s)=.Xlog+, (x> - 1). 
A “companion” of Theorem 3.1(a) isthe following: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 4: [w + [w be convex. Then 
(a) dom q4 s [w +* I$* is nondecreasing. 
(b) dom q5 c iw ++ = c$* is increasing. 
ProoJ (a) Let y, > y,. Then, by the gradient inequality forthe 
convex function fj*, 
4*(YJ -b*(Yl) 2 (Y, - Yl) Y*, Vy* E @*(yi) crange ad*. (3.5) 
But 
ri(dom c$) c range &j* c dom 4 G R + . 
For y* l &j*(yi) wetherefore have y* >O, and by (3.5), 
4*(Y2) 3 $*(Yl) 
(b) Similarly proved. 1
Remark. If in Lemma 3.2(a) 4 is essentially smooth in R, (see [23]) 
then d* is strictly increasing. 
In the following theorem we introduce a functional (3.6), needed in the 
sequel, but of interest in itself. 
THEOREM 3.2. For h: iw” -+ IF4 define h, : Iw” + [w by 
h+(y) := sup {z+h(x-ze):y.x=O}, 
iER,XEW” 
where T= (1, 1, . . 1). Then for any y E [w” with 1 JJi # 0, 
(3.6) 
h+(y)= -h, xyyj .(-1 (3.7) 
Proof Let v := y/C yi. Then 
-h,(v)= -“i$ {v.u-h(u)}. 
For any u E R” let 
z= -v.u 
x=u+ze. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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Then v.x=O since e.v= 1. 
. -/z*(v)= - . I,inf,.. (-z-h(x-ze):v.x=O$, 
= sup {z+h(x-ze):y.x=O}. 1 
zER,XtR” 
If h is strictly concave and continuously differentiable, we can obtain 
explicit expressions for the optimal z*and x* in Theorem 3.2. Indeed, by
differentiating the infimand in(3.8), it follows that he optimal u*satisfies 
v = Vh(u*) 
:.u*=(Vh)-‘(v)=(Vh)-’ 5 . (.I 
Therefore, by (3.9) and (3.10), theoptimal z*and x* are 
x*=u*+z*e=(l-$Z) (VhJdl($) 
=P,L(Vh)-’ 5 , 
( > 
where P,, is the orthogonal projection perpendicular to e. Similarly, 
-z*e=$-l &LJ =P,(Vh)-’ 5 ) (J (3.11) 
where P, is the perpendicular projection along e. 
4. THE RECOURSE CERTAINTY EQUIVALENT 
In this ection we relate he recourse c rtainty equioalent (RCE), see 
(1.3), and the Csiszbr &divergence (2.1). 
Given astrictly increasing and concave U: iw + [w, the function 4 defined 
by 
fp= -u* (4.1) 
is convex, and by Theorem 3.1(a), 4: Iw, + iw. For such U, 4, an extremal 
principle forthe RCE S, in terms of I, is given in Theorem 4.1, and inter- 
preted inSection 4.2. 
Conversely, for aconvex 4: [w ++ Iw, the function u defined by
u(t) := -qi*( -t) (4.2) 
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is, under certain assumptions  0, concave. Theorem 4.2 then gives an 
extremal principle expressing I, in terms of S,. The economic nterpreta- 
tion, inSection 4.4, is that I, is the optimal value of an insurance plan, for 
an RCE maximizer. 
4.1. An Extremal Principle forthe RCE 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u: [w + 02 be strictly increasing, closed and concave, 
and let d= -u* and 4” = (u-l)*, see Theorem 3.1(d). Then for any RV 
x= cx, PI, 
x4( [x5 PI I= J$” Jhl~ PI + i 4ixi (4.3 1 
i=l 
=,i$” I,o(P, 9)+ i q;xi 
{ i=l I 
(4.4) 
Prooj In the problem 
inf Z&q, PI + i 4ixi x Y, =1, Y, a0, VI i= I 
the objective s convex in q and the constraints are linear. Therefore, the 
optimal value is equal to the optimal value of the Lagrangian dual 
problem, 
=sup inf 
i. qao i 
I,(q,p)+ i q,(xi-3b)+A 
r=l I 
=s~P{‘+,,,{Yi(xi-;,,,Pi~(~)}} 
=sup 1.+x pi inf 
i 1 i 
y,~o p,-+u, (s)}} 
{, I 
=sup j”+Cp;f$ {t(x,-Q-u*(t)} 
2 { i ’ I 
=sup ~+J+,u**(xi-~) 
i ; 
(since dom U* c 178,) Theorem 3.1(a)) 
i. 
=sup {n+Eu(X-2)) (u=u** since u is closed concave) 
2. 
= u cx, PI 1. 
The equality (4.4) follows from (4.3) and (2.14). 1 
An infinite dimensional version fthis theorem was proved in [S]. 
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4.2. A Duality Interpretation 
We recall from [3] that, for aRV X, the RCE S,(X) is the optimal value 
of the problem 
sup{2:“2<x”}, (PI 
where optimality s inthe sense of recourse ortwo stage optimization [ 11, 
121, using the value risk function u to account for the stochastic constraint 
We interpret theRHS of (4.3) asthe following dual of (P), 
inf{z:“z 3 F’}, 
where the stochastic constraint 
“2 >, X” 
is “enforced” by using astochastic penalty function [2]. 
Given the RV 
x= [x, PI 
and z, define the subset ofprobability vectors 
R(z) := 
i 
qE~“:z>Cq,x; 
I i 
,
representing he set of RV’s 
IZ= cx, ql:qqz)) 
with the same support asX, which satisfy (4.5) “in the mean.” 
We then interpret theproblem (D) as 
inf(z + P(z)}, 
where P(z) is the penalty 
P(z) := “dist”(p, R(z)) =,m~-) “dist”(q, p) 
and “dist” isthe “distance” induced bythe &divergence, 
CD) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(Dl) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
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Therefore, the problem (Dl ) is 
L,q$J{;) (z+4&L P,> =;;;n;,:nfy {z+vl? PI> IX, 
= ,iFLn 
1 
I,(% PI + C 4ixi 
which is the RHS of (4.3). 
4.3. Two Extremal Principles for the &Divergence 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 4: [w +-+ Ill! be convex, with dom 4 c R + + . Define 
u(t):= -4*(-t)= -sup{(-t)x-d(x)} (4.9) 
=inf {tx+d(x)}. (4.10) 
.Y 
Then for any p, q E P”, 
z,cs, PI= sup u LX> PI ). (4.11) 
xEw,q.x=O 
Furthermore, if dom q5 = R’ ++ , define the function v by 
v(x) := (q5*) -1(x), 
see Lemma 3.2. Then for any p, q E P”, 
I#(P, 4)= sup S”( LX> PI 1. 
xcR”,q.x=O 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Proof The RHS of (4.11) is
sup sup 
q.x=o z 
Define 
h(x) := C p&xi). 
Then. 
RHS of Eq. (4.11)=h+(q) see (3.6) 
= -h,(q), by Theorem 3.2, 
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= -1 inf {qixi-p,u(x,)) 
I Y, 
= -C*.’ f !& , Je; {p;xi-u(Ji)} 
= -cpiu* ($
I i. 
7 by (4.9) and Lemma 3.1 
= Zd(% P). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 4: R, + R be convex, and let u be defined by(4.2). 
Then for all p, q E P”, 
‘4(% P) = ,“:,9, 
i 
su( CxY PI ) - C qixi 
I 
Proof. For g: Iw” + aB define g:Iw” 4 Iw by 
g(y) := sup {z+g(x-ze)-y.x}, 
XER”,ZER 
where ’=(l, .. 1). Then, 
g(y)=sup {z+g(w)-y.x:x-ze=w} 
x, z, M’ 
=sup {z+g(w)-y.(w+ze)} 
i, w
=sup {g(w)-y.w}+sup {l-y.e}z 
II’ 
= -g*(Y) if y.e=l. 
Define 
Then, 
RHS of Eq. (4.14) = -g,(q) since 1 qi = 1 
I > 
(4.14) 
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(by (4.9) and Lemma 3.1) 
4.4. The &Divergence and Optimal Insurance Plans 
We recall here the insurance model of [3, Sect. 91. The elements ofthis 
model are: 
n 
P 
4i 
B 
4, 
B 
x; 
x 
states of nature 
= (PI 2. . p,) their p obabilities 
=premium for $1 coverage in state i,4; > 0 
= insurance budget 
=41/c;= 1 qi = normalized premium 
= B/c,“= 14/ = normalized budget 
=income in state i 
= (X,, .. . . 2,) the decision variable. 
The insurance problem, for an RCE maximizer, is 
max U C% PI I- 1 qiXi 
s.t. c qiXi = B, the budget constraint. 
Changing the decision variables from xi to, 
we can rewrite (INS) as 
xi :=Xi- B 
max S,([x +Be, p]) - B, 
s.t. c qixi = 0, the normalized budget constraint 
which, by the shift additivity of S,[3, Theorem 2.1(a)], reduces to
max U Cx, PI h s.t. c qix, = 0 
(INS) 
(4.15) 
the RHS of (4.11). 
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By Theorem 4.2 the &divergence functional, 
Zm(4, PL P,(IE$” 
can be interpreted as the optimal value (for an RCE maximizer) of an 
insurance plan, subject tothe budget constraint xi qixi =0. Here p is the 
underlying probability vector, and q is the vector fnormalized premiums. 
Alternatively, by Theorem 4.3, the $-divergence can be interpreted as the 
(unconstrained) optimal value (for an RCE maximizer) ofinsurance 
coverage minus insurance costs (compare with Theorem 5.2). 
5. EXPECTED UTILITY 
In Section 4 we established relations between the RCE S, and the 
&divergence, where u and 4 are related by(4.2) or (4.1). Very similar 
relations hold between the EU and the &divergence. This is unexpected, 
in view of the great differences between the RCE and EU, see [3]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let u: iw -+ [w he strictly increasing, closed and concave, 
and let ~+3 = -u.+. Then, for any RV X= [Ix, p]with PEP’“, +, 
Proof. The RHS of (5.1) is
= c PiU, *(xi)? since dom u* c [w ,
= 1 p$L(xJ = Eu(X). 1 
i 
The representation of EU given in Theorem 5.1 can be interpreted in a 
similar fashion tothe interpretation of RCE given in Section 4.2. The only 
difference is that he set R(z) is now defined by
R(Z) := 
I 
qdR”,:z),&,x, , 
i I 
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instead of(4.6). Theorem 5.1 is illustrated, for thelogarithmic utility, as 
follows. 
EXAMPLE 5.1 (Logarithmic Utility). Let
u(x) =log( 1 + x). (5.2) 
Then, by (1.11) and (3.2), 
d(t)= -u.+(t)= - inf {tx-log(1 +x)} =t-log t- 1. (5.3) .Y >-~ I
For this I$, and any p, q E iw:, 
I,(P> q)= i 4ib e) 
i=l I 
n 
= 
c ,[ 
q Pi --log pi -1 
i= I 0 1 ‘4? r 
=i, P;-,cl Cl;-,il qil”g e), 
I 
In Theorem 5.1, p E [FD; + ,so by (5.4), 
I&p)= -f qi-l- i p,log ; . 
i= 1 i=l (1 
Therefore, 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
RHS of Eq. (5.1)= inf 
q=q 
-1 +!l qi-!, PilOg@+:, 4”i}. (5’6) 
By differentiating we f dthe minimizing q 
Pi 
qi=l+x; 
which, when substituted in (5.6), gives 
RHS of Eq. (5.1) = i pi log( 1 + xi) =Eu( [x, p]). 
,=l 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 4: I&‘+ + R be convex, and let u be defined by(4.2). 
Then for all pE P”, q E K!:, 
*. (5.7) 
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Proof The RHS of (5.7) is
=~Pd**(~)=L(q,P). I 
EXAMPLE 5.2. We illustrate Theorem 5.2 for the logarithmic ut lity (5.2) 
of Example 5.1. For that u, 
RI-IS of Eq. (5.7) = sup C pilog(l +x;) - 1 q,xi . (5.8) 
XER” i=l ,=I i 
The maximizing x is 
which, substituted in (5.8), gives 
RHS of Eq. (5.7) = i pi log ; - i p, + i qi 
i= I 0 i=l i=l 
= z&l, P), by (5.5), since PE P”. 
In Subsection 4.4we interpreted th  &divergence Z,(p, q)as the optimal 
RCE value of an insurance plan given the probabilities p and the nor- 
malized premiums q. We can similarly interpret Theorem 5.2 in terms of 
optimal insurance plans, where the objective s to maximize expected 
utility. Let x, p, and q be as above. The insurance problem, for an EU 
maximizer, is 
expected utility cost 
SUP { Gz) --} (5.9) 
XER” 
which is the RHS of (5.7). 
Remark. The &divergence DIVwas given above in terms of a certainty 
equivalent (RCE or EU) and the expectation E, see Theorem 4.3 and 5.2. 
Analogously, these CE’s were given in terms of DIV and E, Theorems 4.1 
and 5.1. These xtremal principles ar  symmetric in E, CE, and DIV in the 
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sense that each can be expressed in terms of the other two. For example, 
we can express E in terms of RCE and DIV as follows, 
6. YAARI'S CERTAINTY EQUIVALENT 
Consider a andom variable X= [x, p]. The cummulative distribution is 
Fi= i pj, i=O n, > ..., (6.1) 
J=o 
where p. := 0 and the corresponding ecummulative distribution is 
Fi+, := i p,= 1 -F. I) i=O n, t ...> (6.2) 
j=i+l 
where P,,, 1 :=O. Let f: [0, l] -+ Iw be a convex function. Forthe given 
vector x = (x,, x2, . . x,)~ define 
Ax; := x, - xi- 1) i= 1, . . n, 
where x0 := 0, and denote Ax= (Ax,, . . Ax,)? The certainty equivalent of 
Yaari [28] is then defined as
Y,-( [x, p]) := i f(Fi) dXi. 
i=l 
Without loss of generality we assume that 
x,<x,< . ..<x., y,<y,< ... <y,. 
Consider the &divergence between Ax and Ay, 
I&by, Ax) := i Axiq5 
i= 1 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
From Corollary 2.1, it follows (for 4( 1) = 0) that 
IJAy, Ax) 2 0 
with equality if and only if Ax, = Ay,, i= 1, . . n, i.e., if and only if xi = y; 
for all i= 1, . . n. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let f: [0, l] -+ [0, 1 ] be strictly increasing, closed and 
conuex, and let f(t) = 4*(t). Then for any RV X= [x, p] 
yf([x,pI)= sup i P;Y~-J,,(AYAW 
AyeR; i= 1 
(6.5) 
Proof: Consider a RV Y = [y, p]. From (6.1) and (6.2) itfollows that 
pi=Fj--Fi+, and thus 
1 PiYi=C Fi AY,. 
i I 
Now, 
RHS of Eq. (6.5) 
= c Axi sup {Fjt -i(t)} (since [w+2 dom 4 = dom f * ) 
i rGdom@ 
= c Axi#*(Fi) (since dom 4 c [w +) 
=CAXif(Fi)= yf(C% PI). I
THEOREM 6.2. Let 4: [w, -+ [w be convex and strictly increasing, and let 
f(t) = 4*(t). Then for all Ax, Ay E rW:, 
Proof: 
(JAY, Ax) = SUP 
{ 
c yi pi- Y,(Cx> PI) . 
psw+ I 1 
(6.6) 
RHS of Eq. (6.6) = sup 1 Ay,F,-C Ax,f(F, 
i 
=$,AXib (2)=I,(Ay, Ax). I 
I 
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